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ABSTRACT
We perform radiative transfer simulations for kilonova in various situations, including the cases of
prompt collapse to a black hole from neutron-star mergers, high-velocity ejecta possibly accelerated by
magnetars, and a black hole-neutron star merger. Our calculations are done employing ejecta profiles
predicted by numerical-relativity simulations and a new line list for all the r-process elements. We
found that (i) the optical emission for binary neutron stars promptly collapsing to a black hole would
be fainter by & 1–2 mag than that found in GW170817, while the infrared emission could be as bright
as that in GW170817 if the post-merger ejecta is as massive as ≈ 0.01M; (ii) the kilonova would
be brighter than that observed in GW170817 for the case that the ejecta is highly accelerated by the
electromagnetic energy injection from the remnant, but it would decline rapidly and the magnitude
would become fainter than in GW170817 within a few days; (iii) the optical emission from a black
hole-neutron star merger ejecta could be as bright as that observed in GW170817 for the case that
sufficiently large amount of matter is ejected (& 0.02M), while the infrared brightness would be
brighter by 1–2 mag at the same time. We show that the difference in the ejecta properties would be
imprinted in the differences in the peak brightness and time of peak. This indicates that we may be
able to infer the type of the central engine for kilonovae by observation of the peak in the multiple
band.
Subject headings: gravitational waves — stars: neutron — radiative transfer
1. INTRODUCTION
The simultaneous detection of gravitational waves
(GWs) from a neutron star-neutron star (NS-NS)
merger (Abbott et al. 2017a) and its electromagnetic
(EM) counterparts opened a new window of the multi-
messenger astronomy. EM counterparts to GW170817
were observed over the entire wavelength range, from
gamma-ray to radio wavelengths (Abbott et al. 2017b;
Andreoni et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017; Coulter et al.
2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Dı´az et al. 2017; Drout
et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2017; Valenti et al.
2017; Kasliwal et al. 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017; Pian et al.
2017; Pozanenko et al. 2018; Smartt et al. 2017; Tanvir
et al. 2017; Troja et al. 2017; Utsumi et al. 2017; Moo-
ley et al. 2018; Hallinan et al. 2017). In particular, a
counterpart in optical and infrared wavelengths (named
as SSS17a, AT 2017gfo or DLT17ck), is identified as the
emission so-called a kilonova (also known as macronova).
A kilonova is the emission which has been expected
to be associated with NS mergers as a consequence of
the mass ejection from the system (e.g., Rosswog et al.
1999; Ruffert et al. 2001; Hotokezaka et al. 2013). Since
the ejected material is composed of neutron-rich matter,
heavy radioactive nuclei can be synthesized in the ejecta
by the so-called r-process nucleosynthesis (Lattimer &
Schramm 1974; Eichler et al. 1989; Korobkin et al. 2012;
Wanajo et al. 2014), and EM emission in the optical and
infrared wavelengths could be powered by radioactive de-
cays of heavy elements (Li & Paczynski 1998; Kulkarni
2005; Metzger et al. 2010; Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka
& Hotokezaka 2013). Previous studies (Li & Paczynski
1998; Kasen et al. 2013, 2015; Barnes et al. 2016; Wol-
laeger et al. 2018; Tanaka et al. 2017, 2018) show that
light curves of kilonovae depend on the mass, velocity,
and opacity of ejecta. The peak luminosity and the time
at the peak luminosity are approximately estimated as
Lpeak≈1.3× 1042 ergs−1
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where M , v, κ, f , and c are the ejecta mass, velocity,
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2opacity, heating efficiency with respect to the restmass
energy (see Ref. Li & Paczynski (1998) for the detail),
and the speed of light, respectively. In particular, pre-
vious studies (Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013; Kasen et al. 2015; Barnes et al. 2016; Wollaeger
et al. 2018; Tanaka et al. 2017, 2018) show that opac-
ity of ejecta varies significantly (κ = 0.1–10 cm2g−1) de-
pending on the electron fraction of ejecta (Ye, number
of protons per nucleon which controls the final element
abundances). Thus, it is crucial to understand the prop-
erties of the ejecta, such as the mass, density distribution,
and composition, to predict the kilonova light curves.
These properties of the ejecta depend on the masses
(and spins) of the binary components, and NS equation
of state, and mass ejection mechanism. In particular, the
ejecta properties reflect the fate of the system after the
merger. Thus, the kilonova light curves will carry the
physical information of the merged binary and the post-
merger evolution of the system as complementary infor-
mation to that inferred by the GW data analysis. For
example, a number of studies have shown that the optical
and infrared EM counterparts to GW170817 are consis-
tent with kilonova models composed of multiple compo-
nents (e.g., Kasliwal et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al.
2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Villar et al. 2017; Kawaguchi
et al. 2018) suggesting that a substantial fraction is likely
to be lanthanide-free. The presence of lanthanide-free
ejecta indicates that the remnant NS is temporarily sur-
vived before it collapsed eventually to a black hole (BH).
While detailed observational data obtained for the kilo-
nova associated with GW170817 would be a standard
guideline, next events would not be always similar to the
previous event. As we discuss in the next section, kilo-
nova light curves could show a large diversity reflecting
the variety in the ejecta properties that depend on the
binary parameters or the binary composition. Indeed,
diversity of kilonova light curves has been suggested in
the previous studies on the kilonova candidates found in
the archive observational data of short gamma-ray-burst
afterglows (Gompertz et al. 2018; Ascenzi et al. 2019;
Rossi et al. 2019). Thus, in this work, we perform ra-
diative transfer simulations for kilonova light curves in
various situations predicted by numerical-relativity sim-
ulations to investigate their possible diversity. In our
previous study (Kawaguchi et al. 2018), we performed
an axisymmetric radiative transfer simulation for kilono-
vae taking the radiative transfer effect of photons in the
multiple ejecta components of non-spherical morphology
into account, and demonstrated that such photon trans-
fer effect could have a large impact on predicting the
light curves. In this paper, we also show how this effect
play roles by performing the calculations for a variety of
ejecta models.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
briefly summarize the variety in the ejecta properties
predicted by recent numerical simulations. In Section 3,
we describe our method for radiative transfer simulations
and the setups for ejecta profile, and summarize the mod-
els which we study in this paper. In Section 4, we study
how large the impact of the radiative transfer effect of
photons in the multiple ejecta components to the light
curve predictions could be, and show the dependence of
the light curves on the ejecta parameters. An interpre-
tation of the optical and infrared EM counterparts to
GW170817 based on our new calculation is also discussed
in Section 5. In Section 6, we show a variety of NS merger
models, such as the cases of prompt collapse to a BH
from NS mergers, high-velocity ejecta possibly acceler-
ated by magnetars, and a black hole-neutron star (BH-
NS) merger. We summarize our findings of this work in
Section 7. Throughout the paper, magnitudes are given
in the AB magnitude system.
2. VARIETY IN THE EJECTA PROPERTIES
In this section, we briefly summarize the variety in the
ejecta properties predicted by numerical-relativity simu-
lations for NS mergers. For the last decade, many nu-
merical simulations for NS-NS mergers have been per-
formed to investigate the properties of the ejected ma-
terial. Those work reveal that there are broadly two
types of mass ejection mechanisms. One is called dy-
namical mass ejection, which occurs within ∼ 10 ms af-
ter the onset of mergers. In this timescale, the NS ma-
terial is ejected by the angular momentum transport
via tidal force of the merger remnant or by the shock
heating which takes place in the collisional surface of
the NSs (Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013;
Sekiguchi et al. 2015, 2016; Radice et al. 2016; Diet-
rich et al. 2017; Bovard et al. 2017). Second is called
post-merger ejection, which occurs in the timescale up
to ∼ 0.1–10 s after the mergers. Post-merger ejecta is
launched from the remnant of the merger, such as a sys-
tem composed of a massive NS or BH with a massive
torus, driven by amplified magnetic fields or effective vis-
cous heating due to magnetic turbulence (Dessart et al.
2009; Metzger & Ferna´ndez 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Just
et al. 2015; Siegel & Metzger 2017; Shibata et al. 2017;
Lippuner et al. 2017; Fujibayashi et al. 2018).
Figure 1 summarizes the possible scenarios for the
post-merger evolution and the typical properties of ejecta
for a variety of NS mergers. For a NS-NS merger, the fate
after the merger can be broadly categorized into three
cases:
Prompt collapse to a BH: — One is the case in which
the NSs collapse promptly to a BH. We refer to this case
as a prompt collapse case in the following. For most
of the prompt collapse cases, both dynamical ejecta and
remnant torus mass are suppressed, and typically they
are . 0.001M and . 0.01M, respectively, unless the
mass ratio is . 0.8 (Kiuchi et al. 2009; Hotokezaka et al.
2013). Due to the absence of neutrino radiation from
the remnant, the electron fraction in the post-merger
ejecta would remain to be low, and as a consequence, the
ejecta would be lanthanide-rich for the prompt-collapse
cases (Metzger & Ferna´ndez 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Lip-
puner et al. 2017; Siegel & Metzger 2017; Ferna´ndez et al.
2019).
Hypermassive massive neutron star (HMNS): — Second is
the case in which a hypermassive NS (HMNS) is formed
temporarily and the remnant collapses to a BH after sur-
viving for more than 10 ms. For this case, mass of the
dynamical ejecta and the remnant torus can be massive
up to ∼ 0.001–0.01M and ∼ 0.1M, respectively (Ho-
tokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013; Sekiguchi et al.
2015, 2016; Radice et al. 2016; Dietrich et al. 2017; Bo-
vard et al. 2017). Ye of the dynamical ejecta can be raised
3NS-NS
BH-NS
with	Tidal	disrup3on
without	Tidal	disrup3on
Prompt	Collapse
Mtorus
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⇠ 0.001  0.1M 
<latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic="> AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8v Sy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlK GXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRh UDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarW awSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5 kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic="> AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8v Sy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlK GXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRh UDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarW awSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5 kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic="> AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8v Sy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlK GXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRh UDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarW awSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5 kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UqsBtG5ketPjX7vleroDE1Hh6ic="> AAACeXicSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8v Sy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuIxBRn5hroGRgY6hroGfrGx+Sn5JfECyiDhEBAAZNhCGUoM0BBQL7AcoYYhhSGfIZkhlK GXIZUhjyGEiA7hyGRoRgIoxkMGQwYCoBisQzVQLEiICsTLJ/KUMvABdRbClSVClSRCBTNBpLpQF40VDQPyAeZWQzWnQy0JQeIi4A6FRh UDa4arDT4bHDCYLXBS4M/OM2qBpsBckslkE6C6E0tiOfvkgj+TlBXLpAuYchA6MLr5hKGNAYLsFszgW4vAIuAfJEM0V9WNf1zsFWQarW awSKD10D3LzS4aXAY6IO8si/JSwNTg2YzcAEjwBA9uDEZYUZ6hkB2oImygxM0KjgYpBmUGDSA4W3O4MDgwRDAEAq0t4phAcNKhlWMv5 kUmTSYtCBKmRiheoQZUACTMQCooZB9</latexit>
Lanthanide-free
Lanthanide-rich
Hypermassive	NS
Supermassive	NS
Corresponding	model
HMNS_YH 
 
SMNS
HMNS_YM
HMNS_YL
BH
BHNS
. 0.001M 
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA="> AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0G MRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6 HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+I ksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxK tl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4 wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>
. 0.001M 
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA="> AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0G MRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6 HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+I ksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxK tl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4gyx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4 wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>
Mtot &Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64=" 7tRFJiJLlC9wAaODo7OQDGCOoTQ=">AAACg3ichVG7 SgNBFD2uRmN8JGojCBIMiiCESQwoghC0sRHUGBWMhN 11kizZF7uTQAzprPwBCysFEbXUP7DxByzyCWKpYGPhz WZFVNQ7zMyZM/fcOTOj2LrmCsaaHVJnV6C7J9gb6us fGAxHhoa3XKviqDyrWrrl7Ciyy3XN5FmhCZ3v2A6XD UXn20p5ubW/XeWOq1nmpqjZfM+Qi6ZW0FRZEJWPjK/ m6znHiApLNHJFQYlG9IMqOY18JMbizIvoT5DwQQx+rF mRC+SwDwsqKjDAYUIQ1iHDpbaLBBhs4vZQJ84hpHn7 HA2ESFuhLE4ZMrFlGou02vVZk9atmq6nVukUnbpDyi gm2QO7ZM/snl2zR/b2a626V6PlpUaz0tZyOx8+Gs28/ qsyaBYofar+9CxQwLznVSPvtse0bqG29dWD4+fMwsZ kfYqdsSfyf8qa7I5uYFZf1PN1vnGCEH1A4vtz/wRby XhiNp5cT8XSS/5XBDGGCUzTe88hjRWsIUvnHuIKN7i VAtKMlJRS7VSpw9eM4EtIi++9BpWN</latexit>
. 0.001M 
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo 4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2 CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4g yx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>
. 0.001M 
<latexit sha1_base64="XvXdiXC3llJ4kY7DvL4K20KH6GA=">AAACfHichVHLShxBFD3TatRR46iLCG6GjIqgGW6rxJCV6MZNwNeo 4MjQ3ZamsF901QyYIT/gD7hwpSIimq9w4w+48BMkS4Vsgni7p0GMRG9RVadO3XPrVJUdulJpopuM0dTc8q61rT3b0dn1vjvX07uigmrkiJITuEG0ZltKuNIXJS21K9bCSFie7YpVe2c23l+tiUjJwF/Wu6HY8KxtX25Jx9JMVXIfyq5QSkkvT0Uiszz2rVIONgNdyRViIo78S2 CmoIA05oPcKcrYRAAHVXgQ8KEZu7CguK3DBCFkbgN15iJGMtkX+Iksa6ucJTjDYnaHx21eraesz+u4pkrUDp/ico9YmccQXdMZ3dEVndMt/f1vrXpSI/ayy7Pd0Iqw0r3Xv/TnTZXHs8b3J9WrnjW28CXxKtl7mDDxLZyGvvZj/27p6+JQfZiO6Df7P6QbuuQb+LV752RBLB4g yx9g/vvcL8HKeNGcKI4vTBamZ9KvaMMAPmKE33sK05jDPErJuce4wK/MgzFojBqfGqlGJtX04VkYnx8BgAWSQg==</latexit>
Md
<latexit sha1_base64="JAGdOv4G+x5tmHEzzO gnrtkPAYQ=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CgEEYJBsQqTKChWQRsbITHGByphd53EIftidxPQJT 9ga2GhFgoi4mfY+AMW+QQRbBRsLLy7WRAV9Q4zc+bMPXfOzCiWJhyXsWZEamvv6Ozq7on29vUPxOKD Q+uOWbNVXlRNzbQ3FdnhmjB40RWuxjctm8u6ovENpbrk72/Uue0I01hzDyy+q8sVQ5SFKrtEba2UvB 1bT+w1SvEkS7EgEj9BOgRJhJEz49fYwR5MqKhBB4cBl7AGGQ61baTBYBG3C484m5AI9jkaiJK2Rlmc MmRiqzRWaLUdsgat/ZpOoFbpFI26TcoEJtkDu2Ev7J7dskf2/mstL6jhezmgWWlpuVWKHY0W3v5V6T S72P9U/enZRRnzgVdB3q2A8W+htvT1w5OXwsLqpDfFLtkT+b9gTXZHNzDqr+pVnq+eIkofkP7+3D/B eiaVnkll8rPJ7GL4Fd0YwwSm6b3nkMUycijSuTqOcYbzyLM0Io1J461UKRJqhvElpKkPBqyNNw==</ latexit>
Mtot .Mthr
<latexit sha1_base64=" TcXznFcUNfmYYiNG3VmWcqO6aCQ=">AAAChHichVG7 SgNBFD1Z3/EVtREsDAbFQsLEB4qFiDY2QnxEBSNhd5 0kg/tiZxLQkNLGH7CwUhARW/0CG3/Awk8QSwUbC282K 6Ki3mFmzpy5586ZGcOzhFSMPUS0hsam5pbWtmh7R2d Xd6ynd0O6Jd/kGdO1XH/L0CW3hMMzSiiLb3k+123D4 pvG3mJtf7PMfSlcZ13te3zH1guOyAtTV0TlYoPLuUr Wt+PKVdWsxaWUwo5/cEW/moslWJIFEf8JUiFIIIy0G7 tAFrtwYaIEGxwOFGELOiS1baTA4BG3gwpxPiER7HNU ESVtibI4ZejE7tFYoNV2yDq0rtWUgdqkUyzqPinjGG b37JI9szt2xR7Z26+1KkGNmpd9mo26lnu57qP+tdd/V TbNCsVP1Z+eFfKYCbwK8u4FTO0WZl1fPjh+XptdHa6 MsDP2RP5P2QO7pRs45RfzfIWvniBKH5D6/tw/wcZ4M jWRHF+ZTMwvhF/RigEMYZTeexrzWEIaGTr3EFe4xo3 WrI1pE9pUPVWLhJo+fAlt7h3C9ZYB</latexit>
tlife & 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="+LLZ34nV1VBmiD7o7DCM/dpt3FY=">AAACg3ichVHLSgMxFD0drY/6aNWNIEixK IJSMlVQBEF049JWq4KVMjOmNTgvZtKClu5c+QMuXCmIqEv9Azf+gAs/QVwquHHh7XRAVNQbkpyc3HNzkuiuKXzJ2GNEaWmNtrV3dMa6unt644m+/nXfqXgGzxuO6XibuuZzU9g8L4U0+abrcc3STb6h7y019jeq3POFY6/JfZ dvW1rZFiVhaJKoYmJYFmsFz0qaosTrhbKkTCupFiYD0q8XEymWZkEkfwI1BCmEseIkLlDADhwYqMAChw1J2IQGn9oWVDC4xG2jRpxHSAT7HHXESFuhLE4ZGrF7NJZptRWyNq0bNf1AbdApJnWPlEmMsgd2yV7YPbtmT+z911q 1oEbDyz7NelPL3WL8aHD17V+VRbPE7qfqT88SJcwGXgV5dwOmcQujqa8eHL+szuVGa2PsjD2T/1P2yO7oBnb11TjP8twJYvQB6vfn/gnWM2l1Kp3JTqcWFsOv6MAQRjBO7z2DBSxjBXk69xBXuMGtElUmlIwy3UxVIqFmAF9Cm f8AALiVLw==</latexit>
tlife   1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="xHhet1VMCiw5eYe7qBlOTQLfqsg=">AAACf3ichVG7ThtBFD1eIIADsYEGQWNh 8SiQdZdEglAhaCh5+SFhZO0uYzNiX9odWwLLUur8QAoqkAAhCviHNPkBCj4BURopTYpcr1eKAgLuaGbOnLnnzpkZ07dlqIjuE1pPb9+H/oHB5Meh4U+p9MhoIfTqgSXylmd7Qck0QmFLV+SVVLYo+YEwHNMWRfNwrbNfbI gglJ67o458secYNVdWpWUopirpCVVplgMnY8uqaJVrtYxeno+IsFVJZylHUWReAj0GWcSx4aUvUcY+PFiow4GAC8XYhoGQ2y50EHzm9tBkLmAko32BFpKsrXOW4AyD2UMea7zajVmX152aYaS2+BSbe8DKDKbpjq6oTb/o mh7oz6u1mlGNjpcjns2uVviV1Pfx7d/vqhyeFQ7+qd70rFDFUuRVsnc/Yjq3sLr6xvGP9vby1nRzhs7okf2f0j395Bu4jSfrfFNsnSDJH6A/f+6XoLCQ0z/nFja/ZFdW468YwCSmMMfvvYgVrGMDeT73Gy5wg1stoc1qOY2 6qVoi1ozhv9C+/gWrbJM/</latexit>
tlife ⌧ 1 s
<latexit sha1_base64="HGUoH5SzDhNuvCdrMFrIXY1exMY=">AAACf3icSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7Byc XNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQtIlcRXxxTlKuRkpqXWxuTkKBjG6IAFimvjBZQN9AzAQAGTYQhlKDNAQUC+wHKGGIYUhn yGZIZShlyGVIY8hhIgO4chkaEYCKMZDBkMGAqAYrEM1UCxIiArEyyfylDLwAXUWwpUlQpUkQgUzQaS6UBeNFQ0D8gHmVkM1p0MtCUHiIuAOhUYVA2uGqw0+GxwwmC1wUuDPzjNqgabAXJLJZBOguhNLYjn75II/k5QVy6QLmHIQO jC6+YShjQGC7BbM4FuLwCLgHyRDNFfVjX9c7BVkGq1msEig9dA9y80uGlwGOiDvLIvyUsDU4NmM3ABI8AQPbgxGWFGeobGekaBJsoOTtCo4GCQZlBi0ACGtzmDA4MHQwBDKNDeBoZlDOsZNjAxMqkz6TEZQJQyMUL1CDOgACZLAL /fk0k=</latexit>
Mtot .Mmax,spin
<latexit sha1_base64="F8 7NGFCAsdqNSTKKdQwPZAfIdeI=">AAACiXichVHNLkNBGD 2u//ppsZHYNIpYSDMXCbESNjYSVJGoNPdeoya9f7kzbdD0B byAhRWJiNjYsrXxAhZ9BLEksbHw9fYmguCbzMyZM9/55sy M6dtCKsZqTVpzS2tbe0dnrKu7pzee6OvfkF4psHjW8mwv2D INyW3h8qwSyuZbfsANx7T5pllcrO9vlnkgheeuq0Of7zhGw RV7wjIUUfnEyHK+kgucpPJUNWdzKaVwkhHnGAcT0hduNZ9 IsTQLI/kT6BFIIYoVL3GJHHbhwUIJDjhcKMI2DEhq29DB4B O3gwpxASER7nNUESNtibI4ZRjEFmks0Go7Yl1a12vKUG3R KTb1gJRJjLJHdsVe2AO7Zk/s/ddalbBG3cshzWZDy/18/Hg w8/avyqFZYf9T9adnhT3Mhl4FefdDpn4Lq6EvH528ZObWR itj7Jw9k/8zVmP3dAO3/GpdrPK1U8ToA/Tvz/0TbEym9an0 5Op0an4h+ooODGEY4/TeM5jHElaQpXOPcYNb3Gldmq7Nan ONVK0p0gzgS2iLH3sYmBE=</latexit>
⇠ 0.1M 
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">AAACdnichVHLSiNBFD3pUSfGURNnIwgSDFEXEm6r oMxKdONGSOJEBSOhuy2dwn7RXYk4YX5gfsDFMAsFDeJnuPEHXPgJMksFXbiYm06DqKi3qKpTp+65darK9G0ZKqLrhPapq7vnc7I31felf2AwnRlaC716YImK5dlesGEaobClKypKKlts+IEwHNMW6+beUnt/vSGCUHrud3Xgiy3H2HXljrQMxVQ tnclWQ+lQQa9OrdSq3ranaukcFSiK7GugxyCHOIpeuoUqtuHBQh0OBFwoxjYMhNw2oYPgM7eFJnMBIxntC/xCirV1zhKcYTC7x+MurzZj1uV1u2YYqS0+xeYesDKLPF3RGd3SJZ3TDT2+WasZ1Wh7OeDZ7GiFXxv8Pbx6/6HK4Vnhx5PqXc8KO5 iPvEr27kdM+xZWR9/4eXi7+q2cb47TMf1j/0d0TRd8A7dxZ52URPkPUvwB+svnfg3Wpgv6TGG6NJtbWIy/IokRjGGS33sOC1hGERU+dx9/cYpW4kEb1fLaRCdVS8Sar3gWGv0HQ7iP7w==</latexit>
⇠ 0.1M 
<latexit sha1_base64="dJHhiMlA+b1JbQ4dArNeY5ikTQ8=">AAACdnichVHLSiNBFD3pUSfGURNnIwgSDFEXEm6r oMxKdONGSOJEBSOhuy2dwn7RXYk4YX5gfsDFMAsFDeJnuPEHXPgJMksFXbiYm06DqKi3qKpTp+65darK9G0ZKqLrhPapq7vnc7I31felf2AwnRlaC716YImK5dlesGEaobClKypKKlts+IEwHNMW6+beUnt/vSGCUHrud3Xgiy3H2HXljrQMxVQ tnclWQ+lQQa9OrdSq3ranaukcFSiK7GugxyCHOIpeuoUqtuHBQh0OBFwoxjYMhNw2oYPgM7eFJnMBIxntC/xCirV1zhKcYTC7x+MurzZj1uV1u2YYqS0+xeYesDKLPF3RGd3SJZ3TDT2+WasZ1Wh7OeDZ7GiFXxv8Pbx6/6HK4Vnhx5PqXc8KO5 iPvEr27kdM+xZWR9/4eXi7+q2cb47TMf1j/0d0TRd8A7dxZ52URPkPUvwB+svnfg3Wpgv6TGG6NJtbWIy/IokRjGGS33sOC1hGERU+dx9/cYpW4kEb1fLaRCdVS8Sar3gWGv0HQ7iP7w==</latexit>
Fig. 1.— Schematic picture for the post-merger evolution and the typical properties of ejecta for NS-NS and BH-NS binaries in various
situations. Mtot, Mmax,spin, Mthr, Md, Mtorus, and tlife are the total mass of the binary, maximum mass of a rigidly rotating NS, threshold
total mass for the prompt collapse, dynamical ejecta mass, remnant torus mass, and the timescale for the remnant to collapse to a BH,
respectively. The correspondence between each situation and kilonova models listed in Table 1 is summarized in the right side of the figure.
We note that this figure shows only a simplified overview for the typical scenarios, and quantitative properties of the post-merge evolution
and mass ejection depend on the detail of the binary parameters, such as the mass ratio, spins, and equation of state of NS (see references
mentioned in the main text).
due to electron/positron capture and the neutrino irradi-
ation from the remnant (Sekiguchi et al. 2015). The pre-
vious studies show that the dynamical ejecta in the polar
region can be lanthanide-free while that in the equato-
rial plane would remain to be lanthanide-rich. Ye of the
post-merger ejecta depends strongly on the lifetime of the
remnant NS. The previous studies also show that post-
merger ejecta would be lanthanide-free if the remnant
NS is sufficiently long-surviving (tlife & 1 s, where tlife is
the timescale for the remnant to collapse to a BH), while
a substantial amount of lanthanide is synthesized if the
remnant collapses to a BH in a short timescale (Metzger
& Ferna´ndez 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016;
Siegel & Metzger 2017; Ferna´ndez et al. 2019; Lippuner
et al. 2017; Fujibayashi et al. 2018).
Long-lived super massive neutron star (SMNS): — Third
is the case in which the remnant NS survives for a long
period (tlife  1s) or does not collapse to a BH. Such
a situation can be realized if the total mass of the bi-
nary is close to or smaller than the maximum mass of
a rigidly rotating NS (a supermassive NS; SMNS). For
such a case, the mass of the dynamical ejecta would be
relatively small (order of 10−3M) unless the mass ra-
tio of the binary is far from unity (Hotokezaka et al.
2013; Bauswein et al. 2013; Foucart et al. 2016; Radice
et al. 2016; Dietrich et al. 2017; Bovard et al. 2017). On
the other hand, the post-merger ejecta could be massive
(∼ 0.01−0.1M) due to large remnant torus mass, and it
would be lanthanide-free due to neutrino irradiation (Fu-
jibayashi et al. 2018).
In addition, the rotational kinetic energy of the rem-
nant NS could be an additional energy source to the
ejecta by releasing it through the EM radiation, and
could modify the light curves for the early phase .
1 days (Metzger & Piro 2014; Shibata et al. 2017; Mar-
galit & Metzger 2017). We note that the efficiency and
timescale for releasing the rotational kinetic energy of the
remnant NS to the ejecta are currently quite uncertain.
In particular, if the timescale of the energy injection is
much shorter than the timescale of the kilonova emission,
∼ 1–10 days, energy injected into the ejecta would be
lost by adiabatic expansion, and would not be directly
reflected to the light curves. However, even for such a
case, the light curves could show different feature from
the case in the absence of the energy injection from the
remnant, because the ejecta profile would be modified
by the increase in its kinetic energy. Indeed, the rota-
tional kinetic energy of the NS could be as large as ≈ 1-
2×1053 erg for the case of mass shedding limit (e.g., Shi-
bata et al. 2017; Margalit & Metzger 2017; Shibata et al.
42019), and it is sufficiently large to modify the velocity
distribution of the ejecta even if only a small fraction of
the rotational kinetic energy is converted to the kinetic
energy of ejecta, which is typically ∼ 1049–1051 erg. In
this work, for simplicity, we focus on the case that the
activity of the remnant NS contributes only to changing
the ejecta profile. There may also be a case that the rem-
nant activity directly affects the light curves (Wollaeger
et al. 2019).
Black hole-neutron star merger (BH-NS): — BH-NS merg-
ers can be also associated with the EM counterparts if the
NS is tidally disrupted before the merger (Rosswog 2005;
Shibata & Taniguchi 2008; Etienne et al. 2009; Lovelace
et al. 2013; Kyutoku et al. 2015; Foucart et al. 2019, 2018;
Kawaguchi et al. 2016). Masses of dynamical ejecta and
the remnant torus can be much more and/or less massive
than those formed in a NS-NS merger, and their values
depend strongly on the parameters of the binary, such as
the NS radius, mass ratio of the BH to the NS, and, in
particular, the BH spin. Because of the absence of the
strong shock heating effect in the merger and post-merger
processes, Ye of the dynamical ejecta keeps the original
value of the NS, Ye . 0.1 (Rosswog et al. 2013; Just
et al. 2015; Foucart et al. 2017; Kyutoku et al. 2018). Ye
of the remnant torus and that of the post-merger ejecta
could raise due to viscous heating, but yet, a substantial
amount of the post-merger ejecta would be lanthanide-
rich as in the prompt collapse of NS-NS cases.
3. METHOD
3.1. Radiative Transfer simulation
We calculate the light curves of kilonovae/marconovae
by a wavelength-dependent radiative transfer simulation
code (Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Tanaka et al. 2017,
2018). The photon transfer is calculated by a Monte
Carlo method for given ejecta profiles of density, ve-
locity, and element abundance. The nuclear heating
rates are determined employing the results of r-process
nucleosynthesis calculations by Wanajo et al. (2014).
We also consider the time-dependent thermalization ef-
ficiency following an analytic formula derived by Barnes
et al. (2016). Axisymmetry is imposed for the matter
profile, such as the density, temperature, abundance dis-
tribution. Special-relativistic effects on photon transfer
and light travel time effects are fully taken into account.
For photon-matter interaction, we consider the same
physical processes as in Tanaka & Hotokezaka (2013);
Tanaka et al. (2017, 2018); bound-bound, bound-free,
and free-free transitions and electron scattering for a
transfer of optical and infrared photons. For the bound-
bound transitions, which have a dominant contribution
in the optical and infrared wavelengths, we use the for-
malism of the expansion opacity (Eastman & Pinto 1993;
Kasen et al. 2006). For atomic data, the updated line
list calculated in Tanaka et al. (2019) is employed. This
line list is constructed by an atomic structure calculation
for all the elements from Z = 26 to Z = 92, and sup-
plemented by Kurucz’s line list for Z < 26 (Kurucz &
Bell 1995), where Z is the atomic number. The updated
atomic data include up to triply ionization for all the
ions. The ionization and excitation states are calculated
under the assumption of local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE) by using the Saha ionization and Boltzmann
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Fig. 2.— Density profile of the ejecta employed in the radiative
transfer simulation for NS-NS merger models. The red and blue
regions denote the dynamical and post-merger ejecta, respectively.
Homologous expansion of the ejecta and axisymmetry around the
rotational axis (z-axis) are assumed in the simulation. The top
panel denotes the case of the fiducial model (HMNS YH) in Table 1
for which we assume that the outer edge of the post-merger ejecta
is slower than the inner edge of the dynamical ejecta. The bottom
panel denotes the case of SMNS DYN0.01 in Table 1. In this model,
we suppose that the post-merger ejecta is accelerated by the energy
injection from the merger remnant.
excitation equations.
3.2. Ejecta profile
In this work, we employ three different types of ejecta
profiles. First, we consider the fiducial case in which the
post-merger ejecta is slower than the dynamical ejecta.
Second, we consider the case in which both ejecta are
supposed to be accelerated by an additional energy in-
jection. Third, we consider an ejecta profile model for a
BH-NS merger.
Our first ejecta model is composed of a homologously
expanding ejecta with its velocity distributing from v =
5 0.0001
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Fig. 3.— Comparison of the radial density profile of the dy-
namical ejecta employed in this work (the blue lines) and that
obtained by numerical relativity simulations (data points) (Kiuchi
et al. 2017; Hotokezaka et al. 2018).
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Fig. 4.— Density profile of the ejecta employed in the radiative
transfer simulation for the BH-NS merger ejecta. The density pro-
file of BHNS A in Table 1 is shown as an example. The red and orange
regions denote the dynamical and post-merger ejecta, respectively.
vpm,min to 0.9 c. Here, the post-merger ejecta has the
velocity from v = vpm,min to vpm,max, and dynamical
ejecta from v = vd,min to 0.9 c, v = r/t the velocity
of the fluid elements, r the radial coordinate, and t time
measured from the onset of a merger. The density profile
of each ejecta component is given by
ρ (r, t) ∝
 r
−3t−3 , vpm,min ≤ r/t ≤ vpm,max
η (θ) r−4t−3 , vd,min ≤ r/t ≤ 0.4 c,
η (θ) r−8t−3 , 0.4 c ≤ r/t ≤ 0.9 c,
(3)
and a floor value of 10−20(t/day)−3g/cm3 is employed for
the density in v < vpm,min and vpm,max ≤ v ≤ vd,min (see
Figure 2). We employ a broken-power law profile for
the radial profile of the dynamical ejecta to model the
results obtained by numerical-relativity simulations (Ki-
uchi et al. 2017; Hotokezaka et al. 2018). η (θ) is a func-
tion defined by
η (θ) = (1−Θ(θ))fd,pol + Θ(θ), (4)
Θ(θ) =
1
1 + exp [−10 (θ − pi/4)] , (5)
which is introduced to describe the angular distribution
of the dynamical ejecta with θ an angle measured from
the polar axis. By employing this function, the density
in the polar region (0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/4) is smaller than that
in the equatorial region (pi/4 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2) approximately
by a factor of fd,pol (we assume the reflection symmetry
with respect to the equatorial plane). We employ 0.025 c
as a fiducial value for vpm,min, while the results depend
only weakly on vpm,min as far as vpm,min = 0.025–0.05 c.
The angular dependence of the density profile and ele-
ment abundances is not incorporated for the post-merger
ejecta for simplicity because it is not significant as is the
case for the dynamical ejecta (Fujibayashi et al. 2018;
Ferna´ndez et al. 2019).
Following the previous study (Kawaguchi et al. 2018),
element abundances are determined employing the re-
sults of r-process nucleosynthesis calculations by Wanajo
et al. (2014). For the dynamical ejecta in the equatorial
region, we employ elements abundances resulting from a
flat Ye distribution in 0.1–0.3. Taking into account the
results of Radice et al. (2016); Sekiguchi et al. (2015,
2016); Perego et al. (2017), we gradually change the el-
ement abundances to that of a flat Ye distribution in
0.35–0.44 as the location approaches the polar direction
to describe the Ye angular dependence of the dynamical
ejecta. Specifically, the mass fraction of element Z, XZ ,
is given by
(1−Θ(θ))XZ(Ye : 0.35−0.44) + Θ(θ)XZ(Ye : 0.1−0.3),
(6)
where XZ(Ye : 0.35−0.44) and XZ(Ye : 0.1−0.3) are
the mass fractions calculated assuming flat Ye distribu-
tions in 0.35–0.44 and in 0.1–0.3, respectively. For post-
merger ejecta, we employ either flat Ye distributions in
0.3–0.4, 0.2–0.4, or 0.1–0.3 to study the dependence of
light curves on the Ye distribution. We note that the lan-
thanide mass fractions of flat Ye distributions in 0.3–0.4,
0.2–0.4, and 0.1–0.3 are  10−3, ≈ 0.025, and ≈ 0.14,
respectively.
As mentioned above, the post-merger ejecta could be
accelerated due to an energy injection from the remnant
NS after the merger. For such a situation, the outer edge
of the post-merger ejecta can interact with the inner edge
of the dynamical ejecta, and particularly, a fraction of
the post-merger ejecta can spread into the polar region
of the dynamical ejecta. Hydrodynamical simulations
would be needed to obtain a realistic distribution of the
ejecta. However, such a task is beyond the scope of this
work. Instead, for simplicity, we employ the density pro-
file described in Eq. (3) allowing the outer edge of the
post-merger ejecta, vpm,max, to be larger than the inner
edge of the dynamical ejecta, vd,min, but truncating and
replacing the post-merger ejecta by the dynamical ejecta
for θ > pi/4 and v > vd,min to keep the dense part of dy-
namical ejecta (see Figure 2). This is our second choice
of the ejecta profile.
For a BH-NS merger, the ejecta profile could be differ-
ent from those for NS-NS mergers, and thus, we consider
the third profile. For this case, the dynamical ejecta is
typically expected to be more confined in the equatorial
plane, and the radial density profile is more shallower
than that formed in a NS-NS merger. Based on the re-
6sults of numerical-relativity simulations (Foucart et al.
2017; Kyutoku et al. 2018), we employ the following den-
sity profile for the BH-NS ejecta models:
ρ (r, t) ∝
{
r−3t−3 , 0.025 c ≤ r/t ≤ 0.1 c
Θ˜ (θ) r−2t−3 , 0.1 c ≤ r/t ≤ 0.36 c , (7)
where Θ˜ (θ) is given by
Θ˜(θ) =
1
1 + exp [−20 (θ − 1.2 [rad])] . (8)
Here, the outer edge of the dynamical ejecta (vd,max =
0.36 c) is determined from the condition that the aver-
age velocity of the dynamical ejecta,
√
2EK,d/Md, is
0.25 c with EK,d the kinetic energy of the dynamical
ejecta (Foucart et al. 2017; Kyutoku et al. 2018). For
BN-NS mergers, collisional shock heating of the NS or
neutrino irradiation from the merger remnant is weak,
and hence, substantial amount of dynamical ejecta and
the post-merger ejecta would have low Ye values. Tak-
ing the prediction obtained by numerical simulations into
account (Rosswog et al. 2013; Just et al. 2015; Foucart
et al. 2017; Kyutoku et al. 2018), flat Ye distributions in
0.09–0.111 and in 0.1–0.3 are employed for the elements
abundances of the dynamical ejecta and the post-merger
ejecta, respectively.
3.3. Limitation
Before showing the numerical results, we clarify the
limitation of our light curve prediction. Employing new
line list, our calculations are applicable for the ejecta of
the temperature . 20, 000 K (Tanaka et al. 2019). How-
ever, ejecta temperature can be higher than 20, 000 K for
. 1 day after the merger particularly for the case that
post-merger ejecta is lanthanide-rich or slow (. 0.05 c).
Moreover, in the late time of the calculation, assuming
the LTE, which we impose to determine the tempera-
ture, emissivity, etc., could be no longer valid. For typ-
ical cases which we study in this work, the post-merger
ejecta becomes completely optically thin for & 10 days
for lanthanide-free cases. Thus, we focus on the results
mainly for 1 days ≤ t ≤ 10 days.
3.4. Models
In Table 1, we summarize the models and their param-
eters studied in this paper (see also Figure 1). HMNS YH
corresponds to a model for which high-Ye post-merger
ejecta is supposed to be formed due to neutrino ir-
radiation from a long-surviving remnant NS. We set
HMNS YH as the fiducial setup. HMNS YH DYN0.003 and
HMNS YH PM0.01 are the models with smaller dynamical
ejecta mass and smaller post-merger ejecta mass than
the fiducial model, respectively. These models are em-
ployed to study the mass dependence of the light curves.
HMNS YH VL and HMNS YH VH are the models with lower
1 We note that the Ye range of 0.09–0.11 is employed due to
the limitation in available tables for element abundances and heat-
ing rate, while the numerical simulations (Rosswog et al. 2013;
Just et al. 2015; Foucart et al. 2017; Kyutoku et al. 2018) predict
lower values for Ye of the dynamical ejecta (typically the lowest
value could be ≈ 0.05). Nevertheless, we expect that the resulting
lanthanide fraction and heating rate would be different at most
20–30% (Lippuner & Roberts 2015).
velocity for post-merger ejecta and higher velocity for
both ejecta components than the fiducial model, respec-
tively. HMNS YM and HMNS YL are the models with same
mass and velocity parameters as in the fiducial model but
with low-Ye distributions for post-merger ejecta (Ye =
0.2–0.4 and 0.1–0.3, respectively) employed to study the
light curves in the presence of lanthanides in the post-
merger ejecta. They model the cases in which the rem-
nant collapses to a BH in a short timescale (a few ms)
after the merger. GW170817 YM and GW170817 YH are the
models of which ejecta parameters are chosen to repro-
duce the peak brightness of the optical and infrared coun-
terpart to GW170817.
BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01 are the models with
lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta of small masses. They
model the cases in which the NSs collapse to a BH
promptly after the merger and the dynamical ejecta mass
and the torus mass of the remnant are suppressed as a
consequence (Kiuchi et al. 2009; Hotokezaka et al. 2013).
In reference to the results of the prompt collapse case
in previous studies (e.g., Kiuchi et al. 2009; Hotokezaka
et al. 2013; Kiuchi et al. 2019), 0.001M and 0.01M are
employed as the post-merger ejecta mass for BH PM0.001
and BH PM0.01, respectively, while the dynamical ejecta
mass is set to be 0.001M for both BH PM0.001 and
BH PM0.01. According to previous studies (Metzger &
Ferna´ndez 2014; Wu et al. 2016; Siegel & Metzger 2017;
Ferna´ndez et al. 2019; Lippuner et al. 2017), post-merger
ejecta is expected to be lanthanide-rich due to the ab-
sence of neutrino irradiation from the remnant NS. Thus,
we employ a flat distribution of Ye = 0.1–0.3 for the post-
merger ejecta.
SMNS DYN0.01 and SMNS DYN0.003 are the models
composed of high-velocity post-merger ejecta. For these
models, we suppose that the ejecta is accelerated by
the energy injection from a long-surviving SMNS. In
this study, we consider that the average velocity of the
post-merger ejecta and dynamical ejecta are ≈ 0.5 c and
≈ 0.4 c, respectively (see Table 1). These values corre-
spond to the cases for which ≈ 1 × 1052 erg of the rota-
tional kinetic energy of remnant NS is converted to the
ejecta kinetic energy. We set the post-merger ejecta mass
to be 0.05M because the remnant torus mass would
be large for a NS-NS merger which results in the long-
surviving SMNS. 0.01M and 0.003M are employed
for the dynamical ejecta mass for SMNS DYN0.01 and
SMNS DYN0.003, respectively. We note that the latter
would be consistent with the prediction of numerical sim-
ulations because relatively small dynamical ejecta mass
is typically predicted for a NS-NS binary with small total
mass (Foucart et al. 2016).
BHNS A, BHNS B and BHNS DYN are the models for the
BH-NS ejecta of density profile described in Eq. (7).
As mentioned above, mass of the dynamical ejecta and
the remnant torus depend strongly on the binary pa-
rameters. In this paper, we specifically study the mod-
els with (Mpm,Md) = (0.02M, 0.02M) (BHNS A) and
(0.04M, 0.01M) (BHNS B) in reference to the results
of ALF2-Q7a75 and H4-Q3a0 in Kyutoku et al. (2015),
respectively, for which massive ejecta and remnant torus
are formed as a result of NS tidal disruption. Here, we
assume that ≈ 40% of the remnant torus mass is ejected
as the post-merger ejecta. In addition to these mod-
7TABLE 1
Summary of Ejecta Models employed for radiative transfer simulations. The columns describe the model name, mass of
post-merger ejecta Mpm, mass of dynamical ejecta Md, thickness parameter for dynamical ejecta in the polar region
fd,pol, velocity range of post-merger ejecta vpm,min–vpm,max, velocity range of dynamical ejecta vd,min–vd,max, Ye
distribution of post-merger ejecta, and Ye distribution of dynamical ejecta in equatorial plane/polar axis, respectively.
The average velocity calculated by vave =
√
2EK/M is shown in the parenthesis of the columns for ejecta velocity, where
EK and M are the kinetic energy and mass of ejecta, respectively. * denotes that the same value as for the fiducial
model (HMNS YH) is employed.
Model Mpm [M] Md [M] fd,pol vpm (vpm,ave) [c] vd (vd,ave) [c] Ye,pm Ye,d (equatorial/polar)
HMNS YH (Fiducial) 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) 0.3–0.4 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
HMNS YH DYN0.003 * 0.003 * * * * *
HMNS YH PM0.01 0.01 * * * * * *
HMNS YH VL * * * 0.025–0.05 (0.04) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) * *
HMNS YH VH * * * 0.025–0.2 (0.10) 0.2–0.9 (0.33) * *
HMNS YM * * * * * 0.2–0.4 *
HMNS YL * * * * * 0.1–0.3 *
GW170817 YM 0.02 0.003 0.0 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) 0.2–0.4 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
GW170817 YH 0.02 0.003 0.0 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) 0.3–0.4 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
BH PM0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) 0.1–0.3 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
BH PM0.01 0.01 0.001 0.0 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.12–0.9 (0.25) 0.1–0.3 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
SMNS DYN0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.25–0.9 (0.53) 0.3–0.9 (0.41) 0.3–0.4 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
SMNS DYN0.003 0.05 0.003 0.01 0.25–0.9 (0.53) 0.3–0.9 (0.41) 0.3–0.4 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
BHNS A 0.02 0.02 – 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.1–0.36 (0.25) 0.1–0.3 0.09–0.11
BHNS B 0.04 0.01 – 0.025–0.1 (0.06) 0.1–0.36 (0.25) 0.1–0.3 0.09–0.11
BHNS DYN – 0.02 – – 0.1–0.36 (0.25) – 0.09–0.11
PM YH 0.03 – – 0.025–0.1 (0.06) – 0.3–0.4 –
PM YM 0.03 – – 0.025–0.1 (0.06) – 0.2–0.4 –
PM YL 0.03 – – 0.025–0.1 (0.06) – 0.1–0.3 –
DYN0.01 – 0.01 0.01 – 0.12–0.9 (0.25) – 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
DYN0.003 – 0.003 0.01 – 0.12–0.9 (0.25) – 0.1–0.3 / 0.35–0.44
els, we also show the results of the BH-NS model only
with the dynamical ejecta of mass 0.02M employing
the ejecta density profile described in Eq. (7) (BHNS DYN)
to understand the basic properties of the light curves by
the BH-NS dynamical ejecta.
PM YH, PM YM, PM YL, DYN0.01, and DYN0.003 are the
models only with post-merger ejecta or dynamical ejecta
for NS-NS mergers. These models are calculated to un-
derstand the basic properties of the light curves deter-
mined by each ejecta component. The results for these
models are summarized in the appendix.
4. EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE EJECTA
COMPONENTS
In this section, we study how large the effect of radia-
tive transfer of photons in the multiple ejecta components
could be and show the dependence of light curves on the
ejecta parameter.
4.1. Fiducial model
The effect of radiative transfer of photons in the mul-
tiple ejecta components has a large impact on the re-
sulting light curves. There are three effects which take
place by solving the photon radiation transfer in the mul-
tiple ejecta components consistently. The first one is
the enhancement of the flux in the polar direction (see
the left panel of Figure 5). In the presence of optically
thick dynamical ejecta concentrated near the equatorial
region, photons emitted from the post-merger ejecta in
an early time (. 3–5 days) preferentially diffuse in the
polar direction, and this effectively enhances the energy
flux observed from the polar region. The second is the
blocking effect of the emission from post-merger ejecta
by the dynamical ejecta (see the middle panel of Fig-
ure 5). Because the post-merger ejecta is surrounded
by an optically-thick dynamical ejecta, photons emitted
from the post-merger ejecta cannot directly diffuse to
the equatorial direction. This results in the strong sup-
pression of the energy flux in the optical wavelengths
observed from the equatorial direction. The third is the
heating up of the dynamical ejecta by the post-merger
ejecta (see the right panel of Figure 5). A fraction of
photons emitted from the post-merger ejecta is absorbed
and becomes additional heating source for the dynam-
ical ejecta. Absorbed photons are re-emitted from the
dynamical ejecta and enhance the flux particularly in
the infrared wavelengths.
As an illustration, we show the results of the radiative
transfer simulation for the HMNS YH model in Figure 6.
The grizJHK-band light curves observed from the polar
direction (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 20◦, the top panels) and the equa-
torial direction (86◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦, the bottom panels) are
shown in Figure 6. Here, the solid and dashed curves de-
note the light curves obtained by the simulation in which
the radiative transfer effect of photons in the multiple
ejecta components is taken into account (which we refer
to as the full calculation in the following) and the calcula-
tion in which each ejecta component is treated separately
and superimposed afterward, respectively. For the light
curves observed from the polar direction, both optical
and infrared emission is brighter for the full calculation
than for the superimposed model. This clearly shows
that photons preferentially diffuse out toward the polar
direction. The photon fluxes are enhanced typically by
≈ 0.5–1 mag particularly for the early phase (t . 7 days).
This indicates that ejecta mass could be overestimated
by ≈ 50–100% if the radiative transfer effect of photons
in the multiple ejecta components is not taken into ac-
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Fig. 5.— Schematic picture for the effects which are incorporated by taking the radiative transfer of photons in the multiple ejecta
components into account (see the main text for the detail). (Left panel) Preferential diffusion of photons in the polar direction. (Middle
panel) Blocking effect of the emission from post-merger ejecta by the dynamical ejecta. (Right panel) Heating up of the dynamical ejecta
by the post-merger ejecta.
count for the mass estimation from observed light curves.
The enhancement of the JHK-band flux is most sig-
nificant after ≈ 2 days, while it is less significant in the
earlier time. This implies that the JHK-band light curves
after≈ 2 days of the full calculation are dominated by the
emission from the post-merger ejecta reprocessed in the
dynamical ejecta. On the other hand, the less significant
enhancement of the JHK-band flux for . 2 days indicates
that the emission powered by the radioactive heating in
the dynamical ejecta also has a significant contribution to
the JHK-band light curves in such an early phase. This
reflects the fact that, for the fiducial model, the photon
reprocessing is not efficient for the early phase due to a
long diffusion timescale of the dynamical ejecta of mass
& 10−3M (see Equation (2)).
For the light curves observed from the equatorial direc-
tion, the griz-band emission is strongly suppressed in the
full calculation, while that in the separately calculated
model is as bright as that observed from the polar direc-
tion. This is due to the blocking effect of optical photons
from post-merger ejecta by dynamical ejecta. Indeed,
the suppression of the optical bands becomes significant
for θ ≥ 45◦, which reflects the employed opening angle
of the dynamical ejecta (see Figure 7). On the other
hand, the HK-band emission is brighter for the full cal-
culation than the other, particularly after ≈ 3 days. This
is due to the heating of the dynamical ejecta by the post-
merger ejecta. The angular dependence of the infrared
light curves is much weaker than that of the optical light
curves. This implies that infrared emission is dominated
by photons emitted from or reprocessed in the dynamical
ejecta.
4.2. Mass dependence
Figure 8 shows the grizJHK-band light curves for a
small dynamical ejecta mass model (HMNS YH DYN0.003)
and a small post-merger ejecta model (HMNS YH PM0.01)
as well as the fiducial model (HMNS YH) as a reference.
We found that the griz-band light curves show approx-
imately the same brightness as in the fiducial case for
t . 2 days due to the enhancement of the optical bright-
ness by photon diffusion preferentially in the polar di-
rection as long as Md ≥ 0.001M. On the other hand,
such an effect fades earlier than the fiducial case for the
small dynamical ejecta mass case due to its shorter dif-
fusion timescale. Indeed, for the light curves observed
from the polar direction, the griz-band brightness for the
small dynamical ejecta mass (HMNS YH DYN0.003) and
fiducial model agrees with each other within ≈ 0.2 mag
for 1 day ≤ t ≤ 2.5 days, while the brightness becomes
fainter after ≈ 2.5 days. Note that, exceptionally, the g-
band emission is slightly brighter than the fiducial model
particularly for t & 2 days due to the decrease in the den-
sity of dynamical ejecta in the polar region.
The brightness of the JHK-band light curves does not
necessarily reflect the mass of the dynamical ejecta but
could depend strongly on the mass of post-merger ejecta.
The JHK-band emission of the small dynamical ejecta
mass model (HMNS YH DYN0.003) is only by ≈ 0.5 mag
fainter than that of the fiducial model, though the dy-
namical ejecta mass is different by a factor of ≈ 3. This
is because photons emitted from the post-merger ejecta
are reprocessed more efficiently from the earlier phase for
the smaller dynamical ejecta mass model due to shorter
diffusion timescale. Nevertheless, the JHK-band bright-
ness still could provide the upper limit to the dynamical
ejecta mass, and the results above indicate that using
data observed for the early phase . 2 days might be the
better choice for constraining the dynamical ejecta mass
because the contribution of reprocessed photons from the
post-merger ejecta is relatively less significant than that
for the later phase.
The brightness of the light curves for a small post-
merger ejecta mass case is typically faint due to the de-
crease in the heating source (HMNS YH PM0.01). Indeed,
the griz-band emission for HMNS YH PM0.01 is fainter than
that of the fiducial model and the small dynamical ejecta
mass model (HMNS YH DYN0.003). The JHK-band emis-
sion for the later phase (& 2 days) is also fainter for
HMNS YH PM0.01 than the other models because it is dom-
inated by the emission from the post-merger ejecta repro-
cessed in the dynamical ejecta. Exceptionally, the JHK-
band emission for HMNS YH PM0.01 is slightly brighter
than HMNS YH DYN0.003 in the early time . 2 days. This
is due to the fact that HMNS YH PM0.01 has larger dy-
namical ejecta mass than HMNS YH DYN0.003 and that
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Fig. 6.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the fiducial model (HMNS YH). The solid and dashed curves denote the light curves obtained
by the calculation in which both post-merger and dynamical ejecta are solved together and in which each ejecta component are calculated
separately and superimposed, respectively. Top and bottom panels denote the light curves observed from the polar (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 20◦) and
equatorial direction (86◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦), respectively. Left and right panels denote the griz and JHK-band light curves, respectively. The
optical and infrared data points in GW170817 taken from Villar et al. (2017) are shown as a reference assuming 40 Mpc for the distance
to the event. The early parts of the light curves shedded in grey color (t ≤ 1 days) are the phase in which our calculations are not reliable
due to too high ejecta temperature.
the radioactive heating in the dynamical ejecta also con-
tributes to the JHK-band light curves for . 2 days.
For the light curves observed from the equatorial di-
rection, the griz-band energy flux is strongly suppressed
due to the blocking effect of the dynamical ejecta. All
the cases exhibit approximately the same light curves
and are not distinguishable by the optical light curves.
Also, JHK-band emission observed in the equatorial di-
rection is fainter by ≈ 1 mag than in the polar direction
but the light curves show the same feature as those ob-
served from the polar direction, and the dependence on
the ejecta mass is clearly reflected.
4.3. Velocity dependence
Figure 9 compares the grizJHK-band light curves
among the models with the same ejecta mass as in the
fiducial model (HMNS YH) but with different velocity pa-
rameters. The model with slow-velocity post-merger
ejecta (HMNS YH VL) shows slightly longer-lasting light
curves than the fiducial model due to the longer diffu-
sion timescale (e.g., Equation 2). On the other hand,
the light curves for the model of which both post-merger
and dynamical ejecta have higher velocity than the fidu-
cial model (HMNS YH VH) decline much earlier than the
fiducial model due to the short diffusion timescale of
ejecta, and the rapid decline is particularly significant for
the griz-band light curves, although the peak magnitudes
in all the grizJHK-bands are approximately the same as
in the fiducial model for HMNS YH VL and the difference
from the fiducial model is smaller than ≈ 0.2 mag. The
peak brightness of HMNS YH VH also agrees with that of
the fiducial model within ≈ 0.3 mag in all the grizJHK-
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and sparsely dotted curves denote the light curves observed from
0◦ ≤ θ < 20◦, 35◦ ≤ θ ≤ 41◦, 55◦ ≤ θ < 59◦, and 86◦ ≤ θ < 90◦,
respectively.
bands. These results indicate that the difference in the
velocity profile is reflected most significantly in the de-
cline rates of the light curves particularly in the optical
(and perhaps, also, ultraviolet) bands. We note that the
rapid decline of the optical light curves for HMNS YH VH
may reflect the fact that the opacity depends strongly on
the temperature near T ≈ 3000 K and the temperature
of the post-merger ejecta for HMNS YH VH decreases more
steeply than for other models.
For the light curves observed from the equatorial di-
rection, the difference from the fiducial model is only re-
markable for HMNS YH VH. This reflects the fact that the
light curves observed from the equatorial direction are
dominated by the emission from the dynamical ejecta
because the density profiles of the dynamical ejecta for
HMNS YH VL and the fiducial model are the same.
4.4. Ye dependence
Figure 10 shows the grizJHK light curves of the models
with lanthanide-free (HMNS YH; Solid curves, Xpm,lan 
10−3), mildly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YM; Dashed curves,
Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025), and highly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YL;
Dotted curves, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.14) post-merger ejecta (Here,
Xpm,lan denotes the lanthanide mass fraction of the post-
merger ejecta). For the light curves observed from the
polar direction, the griz-band emission become faint and
show shallow decline as the lanthanide fraction of the
post-merger ejecta increases. These can be understood
by the fact that diffusion timescale of the post-merge
ejecta is longer for the lower-Ye models due to the large
opacities. We note that the Ye dependence of the heating
rate is also an important reason for the difference in the
light curves particularly for the late phase (t & 5 days)
(see Figure 11).
We find that the optical light curves observed from
the polar direction are dominated by the emission from
the post-merger ejecta as long as its mass is larger than
that of dynamical ejecta. This indicates that the ob-
served brightness in the griz-band would be used to
constrain the post-merger ejecta mass. We note that,
as is found in the fiducial model, the optical emission
for the lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta (HMNS YM and
HMNS YL) is also brighter than that for the models purely
composed of the post-merger ejecta (PM YM and PM YL)
due to the preferentially diffusion of the photon in the
polar direction (see Figure 19). Thus, the enhancement
of the brightness due to diffusion in the preferential di-
rection should be taken into account for the ejecta mass
estimation also for the case with lanthanide-rich post-
merger ejecta.
For all the models, the brightness in the JHK-bands
observed from the polar direction agrees with each other
within ≈ 0.1 mag for . 3 days. On the other hand, the
low-Ye models show brighter JHK-band emission than
the fiducial model after ≈ 5 days, and much brighter
emission is seen in the lanthanide-rich model (HMNS YL).
This indicates that the lanthanide fraction of the post-
merger ejecta would be reflected in the JHK-band light
curves for the late phase. However, we note that this en-
hancement in the JHK-band brightness for the late phase
for the lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta models is not
only due to the bright infrared emission directly emitted
from the post-merger ejecta but also due to the strong
heating to the dynamical ejecta by the post-merger ejecta
because the heating rate is larger for the lower-Ye model
particularly for the late phase (see Figure 11). Indeed,
we found that the JHK-band emission at & 5 days for
the fiducial model is as bright as that for the mildly
lanthanide-rich case (HMNS YM) shown in Figure 10 if the
same heating rate for the post-merger ejecta is employed.
This indicates that employing reliable heating rate model
particularly for the late phase would be crucial for mea-
suring the lanthanide fractions of ejecta from the infrared
light curves.
As is the case for the ejecta mass dependence, Ye de-
pendence of the light curves observed from the equatorial
direction is only remarkable in the infrared light curves.
The griz-band emission is strongly suppressed and that
among different Ye models are not distinguishable. On
the other hand, the difference in the JHK-band light
curves among different Ye models is clearly seen as in
those observed from the polar direction for t & 6 days.
5. MODEL PARAMETERS FOR INTERPRETING
GW170817
In this section, we discuss which model parameters
would be suitable to interpret the observed optical and
infrared light curves in GW170817. We focus only on the
light curves observed from the direction close to the po-
lar axis since the GW data analysis of GW170817 infers
that the event is observed from θ . 28◦ (Abbott et al.
2017a).
For our setup of ejecta profile, we find that the post-
merger ejecta is required to explain the brightness in
griz-band. Indeed, we confirm that the griz-band emis-
sion only with the dynamical ejecta is too faint to in-
terpret the observational results as long as we assume
Md ≤ 0.01M (see Figure 20 in the appendix). The
results obtained only with post-merger ejecta suggest
that the mass of ≈ 0.03M would be suitable to in-
terpret the brightness in griz-band (see Figure 19 in the
appendix). On the other hand, a smaller mass is pre-
ferred for the multi-components model due to the effect
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Fig. 8.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the fiducial model and the models with different ejecta mass. The solid, dashed and dotted
curves denote the fiducial model (HMNS YH), the model with small dynamical ejecta mass (HMNS YH DYN0.003), and the model with small
post-merger ejecta mass (HMNS YH PM0.01), respectively. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
of the diffusion of photons preferentially in the polar di-
rection. Indeed, the fiducial model (HMNS YH), in which
post-merger ejecta is lanthanide-free with mass 0.03M,
overproduces the griz-band brightness for the early phase
(. 2 days). This suggests that the post-merger ejecta
mass less than 0.03M is preferred for our setup if it is
lanthanide-free (Xpm,lan  10−3).
For interpreting the observed brightness in griz-band,
larger mass would be allowed for lanthanide-rich post-
merger ejecta than lanthanide-free case because griz-
band emission is fainter for such models. However, too
massive lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta would also
be unsuitable because it overproduces the JHK-band
brightness for the late phase (t & 7 days). Indeed,
even in the absence of the dynamical ejecta, the model
with highly lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta (PM YL,
Xpm,lan ≈ 0.14) overproduces the JHK-band brightness
for t & 7days, while the griz-band brightness is under-
produced. This indicates that the lanthanide fraction of
the post-merger ejecta is likely to  0.1 for interpreting
the observed light curves in GW170817.
A tighter upper limit to the dynamical ejecta mass
is suggested for multi-components models than a model
only with the dynamical ejecta. The result only with the
dynamical ejecta (DYN0.01) shows that Md . 0.01M
is preferred not to overproduce the observed JHK-band
light curves for t . 3 days (see Figure 20 in the ap-
pendix). On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that the
model with Md . 0.003M is consistent with the ob-
served JHK-band light curves particularly for the early
phase (t . 4 days) if the post-merger ejecta mass is
≈ 0.03M. This shows that the enhancement of the
infrared brightness due to the heating effect to the dy-
namical ejecta by the post-merger ejecta is important in
the presence of multi-components.
Motivated by the discussion above, we select two
models, GW170817 YM and GW170817 YH, which repro-
duce the peak brightness observed in GW170817. Fig-
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Fig. 9.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the fiducial model and the models with the different ejecta velocity. The solid, dashed,
and dotted curves denote the fiducial model (HMNS YH), the model with slow-velocity post-merger ejecta (HMNS YH VL), and the model with
high-velocity post-merger and dynamical ejecta (HMNS YH VH), respectively. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar
et al. 2017).
ure 12 shows the light curves with mildly lanthanide-rich
post-merger ejecta (GW170817 YM, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025) and
with lanthanide-free post-merger ejecta (GW170817 YH,
Xpm,lan  10−3) observed from 0◦ ≤ θ < 20◦ and
20◦ ≤ θ < 28◦, respectively. For both models, the
mass of dynamical and post-merger ejecta are 0.003M
and 0.02M, respectively. Both models shown in
Figure 12 reproduce the peak brightness observed in
GW170817. In particular, GW170817 YM reproduces the
observed brightness of the optical light curves for the
early phase (t . 2 days) even for the case that the
post-merger ejecta is mildly lanthanide-rich. This in-
dicates that the post-merger ejecta is not necessarily re-
quired to be completely lanthanide-free to interpret the
observed peak brightness in the optical bands (Kasen
et al. 2017; Perego et al. 2017). Moreover, the HK-band
light curves consistent with the observation are obtained
for the model with mildly lanthanide-rich post-merger
ejecta, while the model with lanthanide-free post-merger
ejecta underproduces those observed light curves for the
late phase (t ≈ 5 days). Thus, the model with mildly
lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta is preferred to inter-
pret the observation for our setup.
The lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta could also be
well-suited for interpreting the featureless spectrum
found in the early part of the observation. Figure 13
shows the spectra of GW170817 YM and GW170817 YH at
t ≈ 1.5 days and t ≈ 3.5 days together with the ob-
served data. The spectrum with mildly lanthanide-rich
post-merger ejecta (GW170817 YM) exhibits much less fea-
ture than that with lanthanide-free one (GW170817 YH).
We find that this is also the case for the later phase
(t & 3.5 days). This is a consequence of the huge number
of spectral line mixing, and thus, this indicates that high
velocity ejecta is not necessarily required to reproduce
the observed featureless spectrum unless the line emit-
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Fig. 10.— The grizJHK-band light curves for lanthanide-free (HMNS YH; Solid curves, Xpm,lan  10−3), mildly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YM;
Dashed curves, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025), and highly lanthanide-rich (HMNS YL; Dotted curves, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.14) post-merger ejecta. Here, Xpm,lan
denotes the lanthanide mass fraction of the post-merger ejecta. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al.
2017).
ting region is lanthanide-free. We also note that this
shows the importance of employing the complete atomic
line list for the light curve prediction.
We note that, however, there is a drawback in these
models. Neither models reproduce the grizJ-band light
curves for t ≥ 2–4 days due to too steep decline in the
model light curves. Both models in Figure 12 exhibit
too fast and exponential-like decline feature in the griz-
band light curves compared to the observation (see also
the spectrum for . 7000A˚ at 3.5 day in Figure 13).
On the other hand, the observed griz-band light curves
of GW170817 exhibits approximately power-law like de-
cline for the late phase. Actually, it is natural to have
exponential-like decline feature by employing the power-
like heating rate because the spectrum declines exponen-
tially in the high-frequency part if the spectrum is ap-
proximately the black-body. Indeed, the similar draw-
back is also found in the model proposed in Waxman
et al. (2018), though the ejecta configuration, treatment
of radiative transfer, and the energy deposition rate are
different from our model (see Figure 10 in the reference).
The observed power-law like decline of the optical light
curves for the late phase may indicate that additional
ejecta components of which diffusion timescales are dif-
ferent from the post-merger ejecta models may be needed
to explain the griz-band light curves below & −14 mag
or mapp & 19 mag, where mapp denotes the apparent
magnitude. For example, such power-law like feature for
the late phase are described by the superposition of light
curves from three ejecta components with different dif-
fusion timescales for the model proposed in Villar et al.
(2017) (see Figure 4 in the reference).
Alternatively, this issue may be due to our assump-
tion for the heating rate. The model of the radioactive
heating rate which we employ for the post-merger ejecta
is derived based on a nucleosynthesis calculation for the
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Fig. 11.— Comparison of the energy deposition rates among the
post-merger ejecta models with different Ye distributions (PM YH,
PM YM, and PM YL). The energy deposition rates are shown after
thermalization efficiency is taken into account.
dynamical ejecta (Wanajo et al. 2014), but it may dif-
fer from that for the post-merger ejecta in reality due
to the difference in ejecta composition, entropy and ve-
locity (Lippuner & Roberts 2015; Wanajo et al. 2018;
Wanajo 2018). In addition, the LTE assumption, which
we assume to determine the ejecta temperature, would
not be valid in such a late phase because the density
becomes low. Thus, we note that the behavior of the
light curves for the late phase as well as the ejecta mass
suitable for interpreting the observational results could
change from the current results if more realistic heating
rate model is employed or the non-LTE effect is taken
into account.
6. KILONOVA LIGHT CURVES IN VARIOUS NS
MERGERS
In the previous section, we present models that could
capture the features for the light curve of GW170817.
These models are considered to be typical models for the
case that a HMNS is formed after the merger of binary
neutron stars. In this section, we show the predicted
light curves for a variety of NS mergers.
6.1. Prompt collapse cases
Figure 14 shows the grizJHK-band light curves for
prompt collapse ejecta models in which a BH is sup-
posed to be immediately formed after the onset of NS-
NS merger. The dynamical ejecta mass is set to be
0.001M for both BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01, and the
post-merger ejecta mass to be 0.001M and 0.01M for
BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01, respectively. These values
are employed motivated by the numerical results that
the ejecta mass is suppressed for the prompt collapse
case (Hotokezaka et al. 2013). Kilonovae for these mod-
els are fainter than those in the HMNS formation case
shown in Section 4 due to the small ejecta mass. Indeed,
the peak brightness of the griz-band light curves is always
fainter than −16 mag. However, for the model with the
post-merger ejecta mass of 0.01M, the riz-band emis-
sion remains to be brighter than −13 mag (which cor-
responds to mapp = 20 mag for the distance of 40 Mpc)
until 2–3.5 days after the merger due to relatively larger
mass and longer diffusion timescale. This indicates that
the riz-band emission for t . 3 days would be observed
by 1-m class telescopes, such as ZTF (Bellm & Kulkarni
2017)2, even for the prompt collapse cases if the event
occurs as close as in GW170817 and is observed close to
face-on. On the other hand, for the model of which post-
merger ejecta mass is 0.001M, the griz-band emission
becomes fainter than −11 mag within 2 days. The optical
emission observed from the equatorial direction is com-
pletely blocked by the dynamical ejecta even for the case
that the dynamical ejecta is not massive 0.001M. Thus,
if the post-merger ejecta is much smaller than 0.01M or
the event is observed from the equatorial direction, the
emission would not be brighter than mapp = 22 mag in
any optical bands after ≈ 2 day unless the event occurs
within ∼ 40 Mpc.
While then, the HK-band emission brighter than
−11 mag could last even for a week for both models. In
particular, the HK-band emission is as bright as in that
observed in GW170817 for ≈ 7–10 days. This is also the
case for the emission observed from the equatorial di-
rection. Thus, the HK-band emission would be brighter
than mapp = 22 mag and could be observed by 4-m class
telescopes, such as VISTA (Dalton et al. 2006) even for
the prompt collapse cases if the distance to the event is
the same as in GW170817 (∼ 40 Mpc).
6.2. SMNS cases (accelerated ejecta)
Figure 15 shows the grizJHK light curves for the SMNS
models with highly accelerated ejecta. For the SMNS
models, bright peak luminosity for the early phase is
realized due to the short diffusion timescale associated
with the high velocity of the post-merger ejecta. For
both SMNS models (SMNS DYN0.01 and SMNS DYN0.003),
the riz-band emission in the polar region is brighter than
that observed in GW170817 by 1–2 mag for t . 1–3 days.
On the other hand, the brightness of those light curves
becomes fainter after 1–3 days, and particularly, the g-
band emission is always fainter than that in GW170817
after ≈ 0.7 day. In addition, the griz-band light emis-
sion after t & 2 days is always fainter than that of the
fiducial model though the post-merger ejecta masses of
SMNS DYN0.01 and SMNS DYN0.003 are larger than the
fiducial case. These imply that the rapid follow-up ob-
servation is crucial to find this type of kilonovae and
to determine the ejecta properties from the light curves
if ejecta is highly accelerated (Arcavi 2018; Matsumoto
et al. 2018).
The same features are also found in the JHK-band
light curves. The JHK-band emission is brighter for
. 3 days, but it declines much faster than that observed
in GW170817 or that of the fiducial model. The JHK-
band emission is brighter for the model with larger dy-
namical ejecta mass (SMNS DYN0.01) particularly for the
late phase (t . 4 days), but yet, it is fainter than that
observed in GW170817. Indeed, we find that the post-
merger ejecta more massive than 0.1M is needed for
the JHK-band emission to be as bright as that observed
in GW170817 for the late phase (t ≥ 6 days) in the pres-
ence of ejecta acceleration. Thus, these results indicate
that faint emission observed for t & 5 days does not
always imply small ejecta mass, and the data points in
2 We assume the limiting magnitude to be mapp = 20 mag.
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Fig. 12.— The grizJHK-band light curves observed from the polar direction for the models which approximately reproduce the observed
peak brightness of GW170817. The solid and dashed curves denote the models with mildly lanthanide-rich (GW170817 YM, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025)
and lanthanide-free (GW170817 YH, Xpm,lan  10−3) post-merger ejecta, respectively. light curves observed from 0◦ ≤ θ < 20◦ and
20◦ ≤ θ < 28◦ are shown for the model with mildly lanthanide-rich (GW170817 YM) and lanthanide-free (GW170817 YH) post-merger ejecta,
respectively. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
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Fig. 13.— The spectra at t ≈ 1.5 days (top panel) and t ≈
3.5 days (bottom panel) observed from the polar direction for
the models which approximately reproduce the observed peak
brightness of GW170817. The blue and green curves denote the
models with mildly lanthanide-rich (GW170817 YM) and lanthanide-
free (GW170817 YH) post-merger ejecta, respectively. The black
curves denotes the spectra of GW170817 taken with VLT/X-
Shooter (Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017). Spectra observed
from 0◦ ≤ θ < 20◦ and 20◦ ≤ θ < 28◦ are shown for the
model with mildly lanthanide-rich (GW170817 YM) and lanthanide-
free (GW170817 YH) post-merger ejecta, respectively.
early phase (t & 3 days) are crucial to estimate the ejecta
properties from the observation.
The clear difference among the SMNS models and the
fiducial model is also found in the optical light curves ob-
served from the equatorial direction. The SMNS models
with highly accelerated ejecta exhibit brighter iz-band
emission than that of the fiducial model, and it is as
bright as that observed in GW170817 for t ≈ 1–2 days.
This reflects the fact that optical photons emitted from
the high-velocity part of post-merger ejecta are less ab-
sorbed by the dynamical ejecta because the column den-
sity measured from the equatorial direction is small.
6.3. BH-NS cases (NS tidal disruption cases)
Figure 16 shows grizJHK light curves for the BH-NS
ejecta models for which the NS is supposed to be tidally
disrupted. As is expected from the presence of mas-
sive and highly lanthanide-rich dynamical ejecta, the
BH-NS ejecta models show bright emission in particular
in the JHK-band. The izJHK-band emission observed
from the polar direction is much brighter than that in
GW170817, while the griz-band emission is as bright
as that in GW170817. In particular, the BH-NS ejecta
model with 0.02M post-merger ejecta coincidently re-
produces the gr-band data points of GW170817. This
implies that kilonovae of BH-NS mergers could be as
bright as in GW170817 in the optical wavelengths, but
at the same time, emission in the JHK-band would be
much brighter. Focusing on the models with the same
total ejecta mass (HMNS YL and BHNS A), we found that
the kilonova of the BH-NS model is always brighter in
all the grizJHK bands than that of the NS-NS ejecta
model with lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta. This is
due to higher thermalization efficiency of the dynamical
ejecta resulting from its higher density profile, while the
absence of dynamical ejecta in the polar region for the
BH-NS case would also be the reason for difference in the
optical light curves. This indicates that the ejecta mass
could be overestimated if the kilonova model for NS-NS
is employed for a kilonova from BH-NS.
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Fig. 14.— The grizJHK-band light curves for prompt collapse ejecta models. The solid and dashed curves denote the small post-merger
ejecta mass model (BH PM0.001; Mpm = 0.001M) and relatively large post-merger ejecta mass model (BH PM0.01; Mpm = 0.01M),
respectively. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
The optical light curves of BHNS A and BHNS B are dom-
inated by the emission from the post-merger ejecta. In-
deed, the model with larger post-merger ejecta mass
(BHNS B) and the model only with dynamical ejecta
(BHNS DYN) show slightly brighter and significantly
fainter optical emission than that of BHNS A, respectively.
This implies that the presence of the post-merger ejecta
has a large impact on the optical light curves also for BH-
NS cases, and the difference in the post-merger ejecta
mass would be reflected in the observed optical light
curves particularly in the gr-band. On the other hand,
the BHNS A and BHNS B show approximately the same
brightness of iz-band light curves in spite of the fact that
the masses of dynamical and post-merger ejecta for those
models are different. BHNS B and BHNS DYN also show ap-
proximately the same brightness of K-band light curves.
These imply that the light curve only in the specific band
filter particularly in the infrared bands would be degen-
erate with respect to the ejecta mass. Thus, the simul-
taneous observation in the several bands are crucial to
estimate the ejecta mass.
As in other models, the griz-band emission observed
from the equatorial direction is suppressed due to the
presence of dynamical ejecta. However, it is still as
bright as that of the NS-NS ejecta model with low-Ye
post-merger ejecta observed from the polar direction,
and particularly, the z-band emission is as bright as in
GW170817. We note that the emission observed from
the equatorial direction is dominated by the emission
from the dynamical ejecta. Indeed, the BH-NS ejecta
models with the same mass of dynamical ejecta (BHNS A
and BHNS DYN) exhibit approximately the same bright-
ness of light curves. On the other hand, the model with
smaller dynamical ejecta mass (BHNS B) shows fainter
emission. Thus, both optical and infrared emission for
BH-NS mergers could be as bright as that of NS-NS
mergers even from the equatorial direction if dynami-
cal ejecta with sufficiently large mass (say & 0.02M) is
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Fig. 15.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the SMNS models with highly accelerated ejecta. The solid and dashed curves denote the
models with 0.01M dynamical ejecta (SMNS DYN0.01) and with 0.003M dynamical ejecta (SMNS DYN0.003), respectively. For a reference,
we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
launched.
Before closing this subsection, we note that the ejecta
mass for BH-NS mergers could have a large variety de-
pending on the binary parameters. For example, a
massive post-merger ejecta (& 0.01–0.05M) associ-
ated with only small amount of dynamical ejecta (.
0.001M) would be launched for a BH-NS merger if the
mass ratio of the BH to the NS is close to unity (Foucart
et al. 2019). For such a case, the kilonova light curves
would be similar to those for PM YL: The peak bright-
ness observed from the polar direction would be fainter
than that for BH-NS mergers with substantial amount
of dynamical ejecta (BHNS A and BHNS B) due to the ab-
sence of the radiative transfer effect in the multiple ejecta
components, while the peak brightness observed from the
equatorial direction would be similar (see the results of
PM YL in Figures 17 and 18). It should be also noted
that eject mass for BH-NS mergers could be quite small
(. 0.001M) if NS is only weakly disrupted before the
merger. For such a case, the light curves are likely to be
similar to those for NS-NS mergers collapsing promptly
to a BH.
6.4. Comparison among various models
As a summary for the variety in kilonova light curves,
Figures 17 and 18 compare the peak magnitude and time
of peak in the iJK-band observed from the polar direction
(0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 20◦) and equatorial direction (86◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦),
respectively, among various kilonova models. Here, we
note that the peak magnitude is practically defined as the
brightest magnitude for t ≥ 1 day due to the limitation
in our calculation.
The peak magnitude in the K-band shows a rich va-
riety in both brightness and time of peak among the
models. In particular, the models of the same cate-
gory (SMNS, HMNS, and Prompt collapse) are approx-
imately clustered in the same region of peak brightness
and time of peak; for the polar emission, the HMNS
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Fig. 16.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the BH-NS ejecta models. The solid curves denote the result of the BH-NS ejecta model
with 0.02M post-merger ejecta and 0.02M dynamical ejecta (BHNS A). Dashed curves denote the results of the BH-NS ejecta models
(BHNS B) with more massive post-merger ejecta (0.04M) and less massive dynamical ejecta (0.01M). Dotted curves denote the results
for the model only with dynamical ejecta (BHNS DYN). For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
models (the models referred to as HMNS ...) are in the
region of peak brightness ≈ −16.5–15.5 mag and time
of peak ≈ 2–5 days, the SMNS models (SMNS DYN0.01
and SMNS DYN0.003) in ≈ −16.5 mag and . 2 days, the
prompt-collapse models (BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01) in
& −15 mag and . 2.5 days. The peak magnitude and
time of peak observed from the equatorial direction
also show approximately the same qualitative feature,
while the brightness at the peak is typically fainter by
≈ 0.5 mag than that observed from the polar direction.
This indicates that we may be able to infer the type of
the central engine for kilonovae by observing the peak of
the light curves in the infrared bands.
The peak magnitudes in the iJ-band for the polar emis-
sion agree with each other within ≈ 0.5 mag among the
various models except the prompt collapse (BH PM0.001
and BH PM0.01) and SMNS (accelerated ejecta) mod-
els (SMNS DYN0.01 and SMNS DYN0.003). The results of
the prompt collapse (BH PM0.001 and BH PM0.01) and
SMNS (accelerated ejecta) models (SMNS DYN0.01 and
SMNS DYN0.003) show brighter and fainter peak bright-
ness in the i or J-band than the other models by more
than 1 mag, respectively. The peak magnitudes in the J-
band for the equatorial emission also show approximately
the same qualitative feature. This indicates that we may
be able to distinguish the prompt collapse and SMNS
cases by the other cases from the observation of the peak
brightness in the near-infrared bands.
We note that the peak magnitude and time of peak
for a BH-NS merger would have diversity reflecting the
large variety of ejecta mass depending on the binary pa-
rameters. For example, the peak emission would be faint
and the light curves would decline fast as is the case
for the prompt collapse models if NS tidal disruption
only weakly occurs and only small amount of ejecta is
launched. Thus, we should note that a kilonova for a
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Fig. 17.— Comparison of the peak magnitude (the brightest magnitude for t ≥ 1 day) in the iJK-band observed from the polar direction
(0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 20◦) among various kilonova models. Each point in the plot shows the time of peak and its magnitude for each kilonova model.
The light curves of which brightness is within ≈ 1 mag and ≈ 0.5 mag from the peak magnitude are shown in the plots for the i-band
and the JK-band, respectively. The blue, green, red, and black regions denote the regions in which the peak brightness and time of peak
approximately cluster for the SMNS, HMNS, prompt collapse, and BH-NS models (NS tidal disruption cases), respectively. We note that
the ejecta mass for BH-NS mergers could have a large variety depending on the binary parameters, and the peak brightness and time of
peak would become faint and shifted toward the early phase, respectively, (toward the direction of arrows in the figure) for small amount
of ejecta.
BH-NS merger could also exhibit peak brightness and
time of peak similar to those of the prompt collapse or
HMNS cases.
7. SUMMARY
We performed radiative transfer simulations for kilo-
nova light curves for a variety of ejecta profiles suggested
by latest numerical simulations. The radiative transfer
simulations were performed employing a new line list ob-
tained by systematic atomic structure calculations for all
the r-process elements (Tanaka et al. 2019).
We demonstrated the strong effect of the radiative
transfer of photons in the multiple ejecta components
on the resulting light curve of kilonovae and clarified the
dependence of the light curves on the ejecta parameters.
We showed that the brightness of the optical light curves
observed in the polar direction could be enhanced by 50–
100% in the presence of optically thick dynamical ejecta
concentrated near the equatorial plane due to the prefer-
ential diffusion to the polar direction. This indicates that
the ejecta mass could be overestimated by a factor of ∼ 2
if one fails to take into account this effect. We found that
such enhancement of the optical emission particularly for
the early phase of t . 2 days depends only weakly on the
dynamical ejecta mass as long as Md ≥ 0.001M. In
addition, significant angular dependence of the optical
emission was found in the presence of dynamical ejecta
with Md ≥ 0.001M. Indeed, we found that the optical
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Fig. 18.— The same as Figure 17 but for the equatorial direction (86◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦).
emission observed from the equatorial direction would
be fainter by more than 3 mag than that observed from
the polar direction for such a case. Since numerical-
relativity simulations with a variety of binary parame-
ters show that the dynamical ejecta with its mass larger
than 0.001M are often driven (Hotokezaka et al. 2013;
Bauswein et al. 2013; Sekiguchi et al. 2016; Radice et al.
2016; Dietrich et al. 2017; Bovard et al. 2017), taking the
effect of this enhancement in the optical bands due to the
preferential diffusion as well as the angular dependence
of the light curves into account would be indispensable
for estimating the ejecta mass.
We showed that the infrared brightness is also en-
hanced due to the emission from the post-merger ejecta
reprocessed in the dynamical ejecta. In addition, we
showed that the infrared emission is also enhanced by
emission from the post-merger ejecta particularly for the
presence of lanthanide in it. These imply that the in-
frared light curves depend not only on the mass and ve-
locity of the dynamical ejecta but also significantly on the
mass, velocity, and the lanthanide fraction of the post-
merger ejecta, and that the infrared light curves have
strong degeneracy with respect to the ejecta parameters.
Thus, the observation of the light curves in a wide range
of wavelengths and considering the effect of the radiative
transfer of photons in the multiple ejecta components is
crucial to extract the physical information of the ejecta.
Based on the parameter dependence of the light curves
studied in this work, we searched for the ejecta param-
eters that can interpret the optical and infrared light
curves of the EM counterpart observed in GW170817.
We showed that the lanthanide-free post-merger ejecta
(Xpm,lan  10−3) is not necessarily required to inter-
pret the peak brightness in the optical bands observed in
GW170817 (Kasen et al. 2017; Perego et al. 2017). In-
deed, we showed that mildly lanthanide-rich post-merger
ejecta (Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025) reproduces the peak bright-
ness in the optical bands due to the preferential dif-
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fusion to the polar region, and it reproduces the ob-
served infrared light curves for the late phase of . 7 days
for our setup. Furthermore, we found that the spec-
tra become much featureless by employing lanthanide-
rich post-merger ejecta than by employing lanthanide-
free one, which is consistent with the observation. This
suggests that featureless spectra observed in GW170817
might be explained by mildly lanthanide-rich ejecta with
. 0.1 c while lanthanide-free ejecta with high velocity
. 0.3 c is often claimed to be necessary (e.g., Kilpatrick
et al. 2017; McCully et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017;
Shappee et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2019). On the other
hand, we found that it is not easy to reproduce the op-
tical brightness for the late phase (t & 2 days) in our
setups of ejecta model. This suggests that additional
ejecta components may be needed to interpret the ob-
served optical brightness of the light curves for the late
phase. Alternatively, the different function for the heat-
ing rate as well as taking the non-LTE effect into account
could also modify the results, and thus, the further in-
vestigation is required to achieve conclusive statements.
We found that the optical emission of kilonova for the
prompt collapse of NS-NS mergers to a BH would be
much fainter than that observed in GW170817 due to
small ejecta masses. However, if the event occurs in
the same distance as in GW170817 and the post-merger
ejecta is as massive as 0.01M, the riz-band emission
observed from the polar direction may still be brighter
than mapp = 20 mag for t . 3 days. In particular, for
such a case, the JHK-band emission would be as bright
as in GW170817.
For the case that the ejecta is accelerated by an en-
ergy injection from the merger remnant, we found that
the optical and infrared emission could be brighter by
1–2 mag than that observed in GW170817 for t . 4 days
and for t . 7 days, respectively, due to the short diffusion
timescale associated with the high velocity of the post-
merger ejecta. On the other hand, we also found that it
declines much faster than that observed in GW170817.
We also showed that the suppression of the optical emis-
sion observed from the equatorial direction is less signif-
icant for the case that post-merger ejecta is highly accel-
erated than that in the fiducial case. This indicates that
the presence of high-velocity ejecta component may be
confirmed from the optical light curves for the case that
the edge-on observation is suggested by the GW data
analysis.
We also studied kilonova light curves for BH-NS merg-
ers that result in NS tidal disruption. We found that the
optical emission could be as bright as or even brighter
than that observed in GW170817 if substantial mass
(& 0.02M) of post-merger ejecta is ejected, although
we should note that the ejecta mass could have a large
variety depending on the binary parameters. For such
high ejecta mass cases, we showed that the infrared emis-
sion would be brighter by 1–2 mag than that observed in
GW170817 due to the large amount of lanthanide-rich
ejecta, and thus, we may be able to distinguish the NS-
NS from the BH-NS merger. On the other hand, the
similar light curves could be realized in a specific band
even if the ejecta mass is different. This indicates that
the simultaneous observation in the multiple wavelengths
is quite crucial for the ejecta mass estimation. We also
note that eject mass for BH-NS mergers could be quite
small (. 0.001M) if NS is only weakly disrupted be-
fore the merger. For such a case, the light curves are
likely to be similar to those for NS-NS mergers collaps-
ing promptly to a BH. We also note that ejecta would
not launched for BH-NS mergers if NS tidal disruption
does not occur before the merger. For such a case, the
kilonova would not associate with the gravitational wave
event.
As a summary, we compared the peak magnitude and
time of peak among various kilonova models. We showed
that the difference in the ejecta properties would be im-
printed in the differences in the peak brightness and time
of peak. This indicates that we may be able to distin-
guish the different kilonova types by observation of the
peak in the multiple band light curves.
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APPENDIX
LIGHT CURVES OF EACH EJECTA COMPONENT
In this section, we show the results and their basic properties of the light curves obtained by the radiative transfer
simulations for each ejecta component.
Post-merger ejecta
Figure 19 shows the grizJHK-band light curves of the post-merger ejecta models with different Ye distributions. The
dependence on the Ye distribution is basically the same as is found in the section 4. The griz-band emission becomes
faint, and the slopes of decline become shallow as the lanthanide fraction of the post-merger ejecta increases (i.e., as
the fraction of low-Ye components increases).
The JHK-band emission for t & 3.5 days becomes bright monotonically as the lanthanide fraction of the post-merger
ejecta increases, while the brightness of the JHK-band light curves for t . 3.5 days saturates for the case that the
lanthanide fraction is higher than that of PM YM. In particular, the HK-band emission for the early phase (t ≈ 1 day) is
fainter than those peak magnitudes by ≈ 1 mag. This is because the time of peak magnitudes typically delays as the
lanthanide fraction of the post-merger ejecta increases due to longer diffusion timescale.
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Fig. 19.— The grizJHK-band light curves for the models only with the post-merger ejecta. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves denote
the light curves for the models with flat Ye distributions in 0.3–0.4 (PM YH, Xpm,lan ≈ 0.025), 0.2–0.4 (PM YM Xpm,lan  10−3), and 0.1–0.3
(PM YL Xpm,lan ≈ 0.14), respectively. For a reference, we also plot the data points of GW170817 (Villar et al. 2017).
For t ≤ 2–3 days, the griz-band light curves with lanthanide-free post-merger ejecta (PM YH) and with mildly
lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta (PM YM) are broadly consistent with the observed data points in GW170817. On
the other hand, we find that those with highly lanthanide-rich post-merger ejecta (PM YL) are fainter than the data in
GW170817.
Dynamical ejecta
Figure 20 shows the results for the models only with dynamical ejecta of different masses. As is expected, a kilonova
is brighter for larger mass. In addition, significant angular dependence is present in the optical light curves due to the
non-spherical morphology, and their brightness is strongly suppressed when observed from the equatorial direction.
The JHK-band emission is brighter than that in the griz-band due to high lanthanide fraction of the dynamical
ejecta. The JHK-band light curves exhibit approximately the same brightness as in the peak (t ≈ 1 days), and are
sustained for a few days. The angular dependence of the JHK-band light curves is much weaker than the griz-band
light curves. Indeed, the JHK-band emission observed from the equatorial direction is fainter than that observed from
the polar direction only by ≈ 0.5 mag.
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